CDW AMPLIFIED Infrastructure Services
TM

WE GET
THE BENEFIT
OF A HEADSTART.
CDW Amplified™ Hybrid Cloud
Jumpstart for AWS

Looking to build an initial AWS environment that can be used for development, testing and/
or production? Let CDW give you an unfair advantage. The experts at CDW will set you on the
right path for your AWS cloud journey, allowing you to gain the cost savings and competitive
advantages AWS can offer.
CDW’s Jumpstart for AWS can help you achieve:

Cost
Reduction

Agility

Reliability

Orchestrating the Right Solution
CDW helps you design, plan and build your initial AWS environment following the principals of
a Well-Architected Framework. This ensures your environment meets operational excellence,
security, reliability, performance efficiency and cost optimization — allowing you to grow and
scale as your business grows. Upon implementation, CDW provides you with a full knowledge
transfer, giving you and your company all the tools you need to be successful in deploying future
workloads in AWS.
CDW’s Jumpstart for AWS provides a number of benefits:

With almost 200
AWS certifications,
CDW engineers have
the experience to
design and build your
AWS environment.

The CDW Jumpstart
of AWS allows you
to take advantage
of all the benefits
associated with
AWS public cloud
immediately.

The service includes
full verification
of implemented
configuration.

Most important,
having the right
environment will help
you keep costs down
and security tight.

CDW’s full lifecycle of Services can support your business no matter where you are on your journey

Design

Orchestrate

Manage

On-Premises

On-Journey

Cloud-Based

CDW GETS AWS
Growth in cloud-based services and
infrastructure means organizations are
finding it harder to plan and implement
complex technology, especially in the
cloud. CDW’s Professional Services
will help you adopt and integrate AWS
securely. CDW has achieved multiple AWS
certifications and is one of a handful of
Advanced Consulting Partners.

Services Overview
The following are included in the Jumpstart for AWS:

Service

Included

Develop an AWS implementation plan based on your unique business requirements
Implement and pilot the solution in your production environment
Enablement of singular or multi-account structure
Create up to two Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) subnets in different Availability Zones
Create two EC2 virtual machine instances from AMI templates
Enable one site-to-site VPN connection
Configuration of an authentication service
Provide you with documentation of all strategies and plans
Provide knowledge transfer and best practices on administration, operation and configuration of AWS

Value Map

CDW Proofpoints

9,900+ 250,000+ $18B
Global coworkers

Global customers

To learn more about Jumpstart for AWS – or our full
cloud services portfolio – contact your CDW
account manager.
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